LAPA Board: 2013-2014

Co-Chairs:
Ariel Futter is a junior from Teaneck, NJ. He is hoping to major in comparative politics with a focus on state building and the role of courts in promoting the rule of law. He is looking forward to expanding LAPA's Undergraduate Associate offerings and is particularly excited to help bring LAPA's expertise to the world of student led civic engagement and bridging different student groups on campus.

Mengyi Xu is a senior in the Woodrow Wilson School, also pursuing certificates in Global Health and Health Policy and Translation and Intercultural Communication. She is interested in international law and institutions and the internalization of international norms in domestic contexts, especially in the Global Health and Environmental regimes. She is very excited to spend yet another great year with LAPA.

Directors of Education and Programming:
Jessica Zhou is a sophomore from sunny Irvine, California. She hopes to major in the Woodrow Wilson School, eventually going to law school and working as a public defender. On campus, she is involved with the Petey Greene Prisoner Assistance Program and is also currently planning a Breakout Trip through the Pace Center for Civic Engagement to New York City to study alternatives to incarceration.

Daniel Kang is a sophomore studying either Economics or the Woodrow Wilson School. He is from Tallahassee, FL and was born in Seoul, South Korea. Sometimes he is unsure whether he should write short bios in the third or first person. On campus, Daniel is involved with LAPA and the Princeton Model United Nations Team. Daniel likes reading, playing and watching basketball, photography, and traveling.

Rahul Subramanian is a junior majoring in Electrical Engineering with additional coursework in public health and public policy. He is very interested in fields of study that combine one or more of these subjects, such as the epidemiology of infectious diseases and the politics of economic development. While he's still not sure what area of the law he wishes to pursue in the future, he is intrigued by areas of the law such as healthcare policy, constitutional law, and patent law. Outside of LAPA, Rahul is involved with American Foreign Policy magazine and enjoys reading any book, magazine, or news source that he can lay his hands on.

Melike (Mel) Tokatlioglu is a junior in the Woodrow Wilson School who is also pursuing a Near Eastern Studies certificate. She has had an interest in law for a long time, and coming from Turkey, studying law in the United States meant deferring my education in law for four more years. She hopes to create a more hands-on environment for LAPA undergraduate associates and to get others as passionate about questions of law as I am.

Sebastian Marotta is native of Toronto, Canada. He has planned to go to law school since at least age 8 when he would recreate criminal court proceedings in his grandmother's kitchen and never leave the house without his Criminal Code, Pocket Edition. Sebastian's interest in law and public affairs has only grown since then, organizing conferences and legislative simulations in high school, and joining LAPA as a freshman at Princeton. Last year, he worked with LAPA fellow and visiting professor Lisa Miller, researching issues of crime and punishment policy in the United Kingdom. Sebastian looks forward to an exciting new year with LAPA!

Evaline Tsai is a junior from Cupertino, CA concentrating in Chemical and Biological Engineering with a certificate in Environmental Studies. In addition to environmental and land use law, she is especially interested in areas of law that influence innovation and information policy. She has enjoyed attending LAPA's Undergraduate Associate events so far and looks forward to expanding its catalog of offerings. Outside of LAPA, Evaline can be found napping on couches, playing squash, or hammering out problem sets with her fellow CBEs.

Director of Publicity and Outreach:
Anthony J. Sibley is a sophomore from Virginia. He is interested in the Woodrow Wilson School.